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B.A.lB.Sc. 4th semester (Honours) Examination, 2023 (CBCS)

Subject: Mathematics
Course : BMH4CC08

(Riemann Integration and Series of Functions)

The figures in tlte ntargin indicate full marks.

lanclidates are required to give rlteir ansy,ers in their own words
as fctr as practicable.

Notation and sy-mbols have their usual meaning.

Group-A

(Marks:20)

1. Answer o ^ ten questions:

(a) Let f ,11,21 - R be conrinuous on [1,2) and Ii f fia* = 0. prove rhar

that /(c) = g.

1b1 Find Iim 1 f sin r dr.
: -0 x' '0

(c) If /:fa,bl --+RisRiemannintegrable onfa,bl.thenprovethatthereexistsp,m<v<M,
such trat t f fia, : p (b- a), where, : 

iyo=rf 
(x), m : 

"!|f.of@).
(d) Prove that [(n + 1) = n[(n)
(e) Let f '10,101 -+ R be defined as f (x): 0,when x e f1,rclnZ

=1,whenxe[0,10)-2.
Prove rhar / is Riemann integrable on [0, 10] and evaluare to f @)a".

tf) E'alu,Lte. if exists []t la* ([x] is the hi,ehest integer not exceeding -r)

(g) Examrne the conversence of [''"-' d*.' Jo 1+x

(h) Examine, whether the sequence of functions {fr}r.11 on [0, 1] is uniform convergent or nor.
where fr(x)=Y,* € [0,1].

ti) Deterrrinethe'adiusofconvergenceofthe powerseries*' 
" 

*, * .

() A function / is defined on [0,1] as /(x) = 1, if -1_ < r S:,n = 1,2,3,...

=0,ifx:0.
Prove hat / is Riemann Integrable on [0, 1].

(k) Let f tx) be the sum of the power series )f,=o enxn on (- a, a) for some a > 0. If
f (x) =, f (-x) for all x e (-a,a), show that an: 0 for a1l odd n.
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(l) "est the convergence of [* e-rz dx.

Lxamine if Xtrsinnx is a Fourier series or not, give reason in support of your ansu,er. in

[-rr, n].

S how that the series Zi=rr'" r" converges for no value of x other than 0.

(m)

(n)

\/hat is the value to which the series converges at x :: )

Group-B

(Marks:20)

2. Ansu er an r- .four questions:

(a) 11 f :la,b)+R is conrinuous and F(x) = ffftt)dt,xe[a,b]. then prore

d;fferentiable at any point c e la,bl and F,(c) = f (c).

rbl E ;rablish rhe relarion B(m.n\ - [(m trrn t

I(r+rl 'm'n > 0' where the notations hure

meaning.

(c) (i ) If two power series lf,=s Qnxn andZff=obrx" converge to the same sum funcrron rn an

interval (*r,r),r ) 0^ then show that an = br,for alln.

(ii ) State Dirichlet's condition conceming convergence of Fourier series of a function. 3+2

(d) (i rf f :fa,bl -n is conrinuous,,f(x)>0vx e fa,bl and [b f(x)dx = 0. rhen prove

thatf (x) = 0Vx e [a,bl.

riir Show,nr, | [':r: a*l lttor0 ( a <, b < a .lJ, x l-d '''

(e) If {fi}". ;p is a sequence of Riemann

unLformly to a function f'on fa,bl, then

llg (# fne)dx) : t rroo*.

(fl (i) If the series E?=tf"@) is uniforrniy convergent on [a,b], then pro,e thar the series

Zff=t g@)f"(r) is uniformly convergent on [a, b]. given that g is a bounded funcrion on

la, bl.

(o ) i is siven that I:, T t, the Fourier series of the funcrion f (x) : iC, -x) in [0, 2n].

5x4=20

that F is

their usual

3+2

integrable functions on [a, b] which converges

prove that / is Riemann inte-srable on [a, b] and

J+l

(ii' Prove that rhe ,".i", )- tlr*11'r" is uniformly convergent on [-3,3].LJn=l 3" nt 3+2
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3. Answer or,\'hto questions:

(a) (i) rf f : la, b] * R is Riemann integrable on [a, b]. then prove rhat l/f is

int:grable on fa, b). Give an example to show that the converse is not true.

rr2f:..ztr2riirPr,rrethatr:-< I ^ dx<'e - Jl sinx ---- - 9

l0x2=20

also Riemann

(.4+2)+1

4+4+2

6

(b) (i) Le f :la,bl - R be a function, c € (a,b) and,/ be Riemann integrable on [a,c] and on

[c,bl. Prove that f is Riemann integrable on [a,b] and IIf (Da, + [! y1x1ax =.h
J" f Q)dx

(ii) Su te and prove Weierstrass M-test for uniform convergence of a series of functions.

5+(1+4)

(c) (i) Shou' that the improper integral l- Y dx is convergenr bur not absolutely conver,eent.
Js

(ii) If I po\\Ier series )f,=6 arxl7 has a non-zero radius of convergence, then show that the
dif'erentiated series li_. na,x"-1 has also the same radius of convergence.

(iii) De ennine the radius of convergence of the power r..i., f 
* 

n!(x+z)n
' Ln=1 nn

(d) (i) If a funcrion f is bounded and integrable on la,bl, then prove that

)*, Il f (x) cosnxdx = o.

(ii) Let f (x) =Ir,0. x <i
=;@-O,I(x(n.

Fin I the Fouriercosine series offon l0,nl. Also deduce tnatf *#*$+ - : *
5+5


